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ON A SUM OF OBSERVABLES IN A LOGIC 
ANATOLIJ DVUREČENSKIJ 
A sum of two observables of a logic defined in a way differing from that of the 
mean values is studied and some properties are proved. 
Introduction 
In the classical probability theory the sum of observables is, doubtless, of great 
importance. Therefore there are made different attempts to introduce the sum into 
the theory of logic [2—6], as well as into the quantum measuring theory of 
noncompatible observables. We shall study the properties of the sum defined by 
(2.1). 
1. Logic and observables 
Let L be a a-lattice with the first and the last elements 0 and 1, respectively, and 
an orthocomplementation J_: a »-»ax which satisfies (i) (ax)- = a for all a eL ; (ii) 
if a <b, then b±<a± for a, b eL ; (iii) avax= 1 for all a eL. We further assume 
that if a <b, then b = a v(b A A 1 ) . A poset L satisfying the above axioms will be 
called a logic. 
We say that a, b are (i) orthogonal and we write alb if a<b±', (ii) compatible 
and we write a<->b if there are three mutually orthogonal elements ax, bu ceL 
such that a = axvc, b = btvc. 
An observable is a map x from B(Rt) into L such that (i) x(Rx) = 1, x(0) • = 0; 
(ii) x(E)±x(F) if EnF = 0, E, FeB(Rx); (iii) x ([jEl) = \/x(Ei) if e n E 7 = 0, 
/=£;, {£},} c.B(.R1). If / is a Borel function on Rx and x an observable, then fox: 
E>-+x(f~l(E)), EeB(Ri), is an observable. For an observable x we denote 
o(x) = n{CeB(R1): * ( C ) = 1 } and we define ||JC|| = sup {|r|: teo(x)}. We say 
that x is (i) bounded if | |x | | < oo ; (ii) bounded above (below) if there is a number 
ceRx such that o(x)a(-°°, c) (o(x)a(c, oo)). Two observables x and y are 
compatible and we write x^y if x(E)++y(F) for every E, FeB(Rx). 
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The conventional measurable space (Q, SP) is a logic of compatible observables if 
we identify x(E)=f~1(E), E eB(Rx), where / is a Sf — measurable function. The 
logic L(H), that is, the complete lattice of all closed subspaces of a Hilbert space 
H, is a very important example of a logic which has noncompatible observables and 
which is a model for quantum mechanics. In this logic the selfadjoint operators 
correspond to the observables [8]. 
Since the notion of observable is an analogy of a measurable function we will 
now investigate some properties of observables. 
Theorem 1.1. Let x be an observable of a logic Land Bx (t) = x((—*>,t)),teRx, 
then the system {Bx(t): teRx} has the following properties: 
(i) Bx(s)<Bx(t) if s<t; 
(ii) \/Bx(t) = \, ABx(t) = 0; (1.1) 
t t 
(Hi) \/Bx(t) = Bx(s). 
t<s 
Conversely, if a system {B(t): t e Rx} of the elements of a logic L fulfils (1.1), 
then there is a unique observable x such that Bx(t) = B(t) for every teRx. 
Proof. Let x be an observable; then (i) is trivial, (ii): let Bx(t)<a for every 
teRii then for every integer n we have Bx(n)<a. Hence a>\fBx(n) 
* n 
= V*((-°°> n)) = l. Similarly, /\Bx(t) = 0. (Hi): let a>Bx(t), t<s. If we choose 
n t 
t,fs, then a>\/Bx(tn) = Bx(s). 
n 
Let now on the logic L a system {B(t): teRx} satisfying (i)—(iii) be given. In 
the first place we show that there is a Boolean sub-a-algebra of L generating by 
{B(t):teRx}. 
Let ru r2,... be any distinct enumeration of the rational numbers in fi1( For every 
n let sAn be a Boolean subalgebra of L generated by {B(rx), ..., B(rn)}. This 
subalgebra surely exists, because if (iu ..., in) is such an enumeration of (1, ..., n) 
that rh <... < rin, then the set of all finite lattice sums of orthogonal elements {B(rfl), 
B(ri2) AB(rI1)"
L,..., B(rin)r\B(rin_xY, B(rinY} is a Boolean subalgebra containing all 
B(rx),..., B(rn) and therefore it is .rin. Let us put s40 = (J s4n ; then .ri0 is a Boolean 
n 
subalgebra of L, too. 
By the Zorn lemma it is easy to see that there is a maximal Boolean subalgebra M 
of L containing 9#0. The M must be a Boolean sub-a-algebra. 
Let now B(t) be an arbitrary element of {B(t): t eRt}. Since there is rn.|t, we 
have B(t) = \f B(rnj)eM. We have shown that there is a Boolean sub-a-algebra of 
/ 
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L generated by {B(t): teRi} and let it be denoted by .?/. 
By the Loomis theorem there is a measurable space (Q, Sf) and a homomorph-
ism h from Sf onto sA. We claim to construct, by induction, the set s Au A2, ... 
from sA such that 
(a) h(Ai) = B(ri); 
(b) Ai<=A, if r,<r,; 
(c) HA.-=0. 
We note that if A c=J3, A, B e5^ and if there is cesA such that h(A)<c<h(B), 
then there isCeSf such that A c= C cz B, A (C) = c. Indeed, since h maps Sf onto /#, 
there is CxeSf such that h(C,) = c. If we define C = ( G n £ ) u A , then C has 
a given property. 
Let Ax be any set in Sf such that h(A1) = B(r1). Suppose Au ..., A„ eSf have 
been constructed so that (a) and (b) hold. We shall construct An+1 as follows. Let 
(I'I, ..., /„) be the permutation of (1, ..., n) such that rh<...<rin. Then only one 
condition holds (*): (i) rn+1<rh; (ii) rn+1>rin; (iii) there is a unique k= 1, ..., AZ 
such that rlfc <r„+i<rIk+1; and by the above observation we can select An+1 such that 
h(An+1) = B(rn+1) and (i) An+1czAh; (ii) An+1iDAin; (iii) AikczAn+1czAik+1; ac-
cording to (*). Then the system {A-, ..., An+i} fulfils (a) and (b). Thus, by 
induction, there follows that there is a sequence {A,} of sets in Sf with the 
properties (a) and (b). As 
h(f)A) = /\h(Aj) = AB(ri) = 0, 
\/ = l / ; = 1 / = 1 
we may, replacing A, by A, - f] A, if necessary, assume that p | A = 0-
We define an 5^-measurable function / as follows: 
r 0 if w^UAi 
f(<o) = \ /=1 „ 
linf {r,: weA,} if w e U A -
/ = i 
A function / is everywhere well defined and it is finite. Moreover 
f U A if rk^0 
r'((-», '*)) = r7 . 
l U A u iQ-UA. if r*>0, 
hence / is ^-measurable and h(f~1((—oo9 rk))) = B(rk). If we define an observable 
x by x(E) = h(f~
1(E))9EeB(R1), then *((-<», t)) = B(t) for every teR,. Since 
^((-oo, r)) = ̂ 2((-°°, t)) for every teRi implies x1=x2, the uniqueness of x is 
shown and the proof is finished. Q.E.D. 
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R e m a r k 1.2. (i) Theorem 1.1 holds if we consider a system {B(t): teS} 
satisfying (1.1), where 5 is a countable dense set in Rx. 
(ii) If L is a non-lattice logic [7], then the assertions of Theorem 1.1 and the first 
part of Remark 1.2 remain valid, too. 
Theorem 1.3. For two observables x and y the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) x±+y; 
(ii) Bx(t)<r*By(s) for every s, teRx; 
(iii) Bx(t)<r+By(s) for every s, teS, S is a countable dense set in Rx. 
Proof. The implication (i)-->(ii)=->(iii) is trivial. Let now (iii) hold. Let us 
denote for any teS 
% = {EeB(Rx):x(E)^By(t)}. 
If we take into account the assertion of Lemma 6.10 [8]: if &<->an, n = 1, 2, ..., 
then b<r->at, n = l,2, ..., b*-*\/an, b*->/\an ; then <#, = B(RX). Indeed, % con-
n n 
tains the intervals (-<», s) for every s eS. Let s eRx; then there is s„1s, sneS. 
Hence (— o°, s)ec€t for every s eRx and, consequently,
 c€t=B(Rx),t eS. Similarly, 
% = B(RX) for any teRx. Analogically,
 c€ = {FeB(Rx): x(E)++y(F) for every 
EeB(Rx)} = B(Rx). Therefore x^y. Q.E.D. 
2. The sum of two observables 
If x and y are compatible observables, then, by [8, Theorem 6.9], there are an 
observable u and two Borel functions / , g such that x=foU, y = gQu. Due to 
Theorem 6.17 [8] we may define the sum of x and y by x +y = (f + g)oU 
idependently of the used / , g, u. Theorem 1.1 enables us to define the sum for 
noncompatible observables without using the mean values. 
For two observables x, y we define the following system of the elements of 
a logic L: 
Bx@y(t)=\/(Bx(r)ABy(t-r)), teRx, (2.1) 
reO 
where Q is the set of the rational numbers in Rx. 
Lemma 2.1. If x<r+y, then a system {bxQ)y(t): teRx} fulfils (1.1) of 
Theorem 1.1, and then an observable x®y coincides with the sum of compatible 
observables. 
Proof. There holds 
B,&y(0= V(*((-°°> r))Ay((-co, t-r))) = 
reQ 
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V[u(r1((-«=,r)))Au(g-1((-°°,t-r)))] = u((f + g)-l((-°=,t))) = B(f+ahu(t). 
reQ 
Hence Bx@y(t) fulfils (1.1) and x®y = (f + g)Qu=x + y. Q.E.D. 
A logic L is a-continuous if for ax<a2<... and any a 
a A(\J an\ = \J (a /\an) 
\ n I n 
holds. A logic L is said to satisfy the finite chain condition (f.c.c.) if {an} c=L with 
ax<a2<... implies that there is N such that an = aN for n >N. It is easy to see that 
if L satisfies f.c.c, then it is a-continuous. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Lbe a o-continuous logic and S a countable dense set in Ri. Let 




= Bx@y(t) for every teRu 




\/Bx<Sy(t„) = V\/(BAs)ABy(tn-s)) = 
n n s e S 
= V(Bx(s)A\/By(tn-s))=\/(Bx(s)ABy(t-s)). 
seS n s eS 
Let now n be any integer; then for each s there is r = r(s) e Q such that we have 
s<r<s + n~\ Therefore Bx(s) A By(t-n~








Similarly we show that Bx&y(t)<Bx(S>y(t). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.3. Let L be a o-continuous logic and x, y be observables. Then for 
{Bx(S)y(t): teRi} we have 
(i) Bx(S>y(s)<Bx(S>y(t), s<t (on any logic, too); 
(ii) V-3*©y(t)= 1 (if x, y are bounded above, then (ii) holds on any logic); 
t 
(iii) ABx®y(t) = 0 (on any logic) if x, y are bounded below; 
t 
(iv) \/Bx&y(t) = Bx<By(s); 
(v) Bx(S>y(t) = By@x(t) for every teRx. 
Proof. Because of (i) of (1.1) the (i) is evident, (ii) 
VB*©y(0 = V V(Bx(r)ABy(t-r)) = 
t t reQ 
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= V V(Bx(r)ABy(t~~r))> V V ( B x ( O A B y ( n - r ) ) = 
r e O t reQn=\ 
= V ( B , ( r ) A \ / B y ( n - r ) ) = V ( B , ( O A l ) = l , 
r e O n = l r e O 
by the a-continuity of L. Similarly for (iv). 
If JC, y are bounded above, then there is c e Rx such that a(jc), o(y) a (— oo, c). 
Then for any e > 0 Bx(c + e)= 1 ^By(c + e). Hence £ x @ y(2c + 2e )= 1. 
(Hi) There is ceRx such that a(jc), a(y)c=(c, oo). Then Bx @ y(2c) = 0. 
(v) Let t e Rx; then the set S, = {s == f - r: r e 0 } is countable dense in 1?! and, by 
Lemma 2.2, we have 
Bx®y(t)= V (Bx(r)ABy(t-r)= \/(By(s)ABx(t-s)) = By@x(t). 
reQ s eS, 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.4. Letx, y be two observables bounded below on a o-IogicL. Then 
ll*0yll*IWI + ll:v||. (2.2) 
Proof. If JC or y is unbounded, then (2.2) holds. Therefore let JC, y be bounded 
observables. Let us denote 
a, = inf a(jc), bx = sup a(jc) 
a2 = inf o(y), b2 = sup o(y). 
Then Bx(S>y(ax + a2) = 0 and Bx@y(bx + b2 +e) = 1 for every £ > 0 . We prove only 
Bx@y(bx + b2 + e) = 1. If we choose a rational number r such that &i + e / 4 < r < -
bx + e/2, then -r>-bx-e/2 and 
Bx(r)>Bx(bx + e/4)=l, 
By(bl + b2 + E-r)>By(bl + b2 + e-b1-e/2) = By(b2 + e/2)=l. 
We have proved that a(jc©y)<= (ax + a2, bx + b2). If a=inf a( jc©y), fc=sup 
o(x®y), then ax + a2^a^b^bx + b2. We calculate | | j c©y| |=max {|a|, \b\} ^ 
max {\ax + a2\, \bx + b2\} ^ max {|fll|, \bx\} + max {|a2|, \b2\} = ||JC|| + ||y||. 
Q.E.D. 
We denote by o such an observable that o({0}) = 1. For a e Rx and JC we denote 
by ajc such an observable that (OJC)(E) = x({t: a(t)eE}), where a(t) = at, teRx 
and finally, for JC, y we denote xQy=x@(-y). 
Theorem 2.5. Let OB (L) be the set of all bounded observables on a o-continuous 
logic L. Then OB(L) is a normed space with respect to the norm ||x|| =sup {\t\: 
teo(x)} and the following properties hold 
(i) | | J C | | ^ 0 , J C G O B ( L ) , | | J C | | = 0 iff x = o; 
(ii) | |ax|| = | a | | | j c | | , a€ .R 1 , JC€0 B (L ) ; 
(iii) ||jc©y||^||jc|| + | | y | | , j c ,yGO B (L ) ; 
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(iv) x@y=y@x,x,yeOB(L); 
(v) x@o=x; xeOB(L); 
(vi) x®x = o, xeOB(L); 
(vii) (a+(3)x = ax®Px, a, fieRu xeOB(L); 
(viii) a(x@y) = ax@ay, a^O, x, yeOB(L). 
Proof. The properties (i)—(ii) follow from [3, Theorem 4.2], (iii) follows from 
Lemma 2.4, (iv) from Lemma 2.3; (v)—(vii) are the corollaries of the calculus for 
compatible observables; (viii) follows from the definition of the sum and from 
Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
For a given element aeL we define a question observable qa by qa({0}) = a
±, 
qa({l}) = a, and an observable x is a question observable iff o(x)a{0, 1} [4]. 
Remark 2.6. The sum defined by (2.1) is not associative in general. 
Indeed, let a, b, ceL; then 
Æ(Ч«©«»)©Чc(ť) — 
0 ŕíSO 
( ö v ò v c Y 0<ł*=£l 
( a v 6 Y v ( ( a л 6 Y л c x ) K / ś 2 




Bqa®(qb®qc)(t)={ (^ V C )
± V ((b A C )" A * ") 1 < t ^2 
( A A J A C ) 1 2 < / ^ 3 
1 3 < / . 
If now L=L(R2) and a, b, c are three mutually distinct noncompatible 
subspaces, then 
B(Qa®Qb)®qc(2) = C > B qa®(lb®<Ic)(2)
 = tt ' Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.7. If for xu ..., xn we define, by the recurrence formula, *i © . . . © * „ 
= (*i©..©)x-._i)©Jtn, n = 1, 2, ..., then 
[(avby if i = 0 
(0 qa®qb({i}) = \(avb)A(aAb)
±if i = \ 
U A 6 if i = 2; 
(}i)qai®..-®qan({0}) = (arv...vany; 
(iii) qai®--®qan({n}) = alA...Aan; 
(iv) o(qai®...®qan)cz{0, l,n}. 
Proof. The property (i) follows from the definition of the sum, and (ii)—(iv) 
may be proved by induction. Q.E.D. 
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3. Comparison with the sum defined by mean values 
Gudder in [4] studied the sum of bounded observables defined by mean values. 
Let m be a state, that is, a map from L into (0, 1) such that (i) m(\)= 1; (ii) 
m (\faij = ̂ Jm(ai), if a,-La,, i±j, then the mean value of an observable in m is 
m(x) = $t dmx(t) if the integral on the right-hand side exists and is finite, where mx 
is a measure on B(Rt): mx(E) = m(x(E)), E eB(Ri). If there is a quite full system 
M of states [4] such that for any two bounded observables x, y there is a unique 
observable z such that 
m(z) = m(x) + m(y), for every meM, (3.1) 
then z is called the sum of x, y and it is written z=x+y. 
It is easy to see that this sum is associative and it coincides with the sum of 
compatible observables. 
Example 3.1. Let L=L(R2) and let x, y, z correspond to 
HM ( l 0 \ AM (V2 l / 2 \ AM JLM + AM (3/2 V 2 \ 
M l = (0 0J ' M2 = (l/2 1/2J' M = M1 + M2 = (1 / 2 1 / 2 j . 
Then the sum of x, y defined (i) by (3.1) is z ; (ii) by (2.1) is qx. The logic L(R2) is 
isomorphic to a logic L of subsets of the set Q = (0, Jt/2), that is, with the logic 
L = {0, Q, {Till, cp), {nil, cp}c, O^qXnll}. Let/, g, h correspond to x, y, z in 
this isomorphism, where 
, , , Í 0 if to e {JI/2, 0} . N f 1 if (o e 
/ ( f t , ) = Í0if » * {-1/2,0}; ' < " ) = { o i f a,* 
є {л/2, я/4} 
{JГ/2, я/4}; 
Ä(û>)={ =
 /(2 - V2)/2 if o>ф {я/2, arctg (1 + V2)} 
(2 + V2)/2 if (O є {я/2, arctg (1 + \!2)} 
Now, if we define the sum of measurable functions /, g: 
(i) by points, that is, (f + g)((o) = f((o) + g((o) => f + g is no observable; 
(ii) by (3.1), then f + g = h; 
(iii) by (2.1), then/ + 0 = 1. 
This example refers to the splitting of the notion of the sum in a transition from 
a measurable space into logics. Moreover, in [1] it is shown that although 
(f + g)((o)=f((o) + g((o) is a measurable function, the additivity of the mean value 
does not hold in general. (/, g in [1] are unbounded observables.) 
Lemma 3.2. The following propositions are equivalent 
0) <la®qb is a question observable; 
0-) qa®qb=qavb\ 
(iii) a/\b = 0. 
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S. P. Gudder in [4] showed that a±b iff qa +qb = qa^b. This property does not 
hold for the sum defined by (2.1). 
Corollary 3.2.1. If there holds a±b iff qa®qb=qa^b, then L is a Boolean 
o-algebra. 
Proof. If qa@qb = qavb, then by (ii) of Lemma 3.2 there follows that a Lb iff 
a A6 = 0. By Zierler [9, Lemma 1.5] there implies that L is a Boolean a-algebra. 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3.3. There holds 
0 t^-1 
( x _ i
 a ± A b -Kt^O 
**'•&>**>-} a^ub 0 < t ^ l 
1 \<t 
Moreover, the following propositions are equivalent 
(0 4aQqb is a question observable; 
0 0 qaQqb = qa*b
± 
(iii) a±Ab = 0. 
We see that the sum of two observables x®y has not the same properties as the 
sum defined by (3.1) and the investigation of the sum defined by (2.1) may be 
made mainly for compatible observables. 
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O CУMME HAБЛЮДAEMЫX B ЛOГИKE 
Aнaтoлий Двypeчeнcкий 
Peзюмe 
Cyммa двyx нaблюдaeмыx в лoгикe oпpeдeляeтcя oтличным cпocoбoм oт oпpeдeлeния cyммы 
пocpeдcтвoм cpeднииx знaчeнии. Heкoтopыe cвoйcтвa этoй cyммы дoкaзaны 
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